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The SalesPartner Weblink 

When prospecting in your area, what services can you offer new prospect buyers and vendors who 
aren’t necessarily ready to go to market yet? 
 
How often have you met ‘warm’ prospects only to find out a few months later that they’ve listed with 
another salesperson?  
 
The SalesPartner weblink feature gives you something to offer to all of your prospects on a weekly 
basis to keep you top-of-mind, demonstrate one of your methods of finding the best buyers for your 
listings, and give your clients a pathway back to you. 
 
What is the SalesPartner Weblink? 
 
The SalesPartner weblink is a webpage where you can post your selection of the latest properties for 
sale for your company, often before they are publicly advertised in print media. With SalesPartner 
you can then email your clients with a link to the webpage included in the email. 
 
Here are some of the key benefits of the SalesPartner weblink: 
 
For Buyers: Offer the weblink to your buyers and your open home guests. A key question to ask 
them is: 
“Some of our best homes sell before they are advertised in the Property Press/Real Estate Maga-
zine. I offer a weekly update by email of the latest homes for sale in our office, often before they are 
advertised in traditional media. Would you like me to send these updates to you?” 
 
For Prospect Vendors: Offer the weblink when you appraise a property as a service to help keep 
them informed about the market, and their competition should they choose to list. This also demon-
strates one of your tools for finding the best buyers for their property. 
 
Speed: Contact potentially hundreds of prospects within approx. 20 - 30 minutes. 
 
Unobtrusive: Emails can be sent to prospects you wouldn’t necessarily ring, and can be read in your 
prospects’ own time. 
 
Pathway back to you: Prospects can reply in their own time by email if they would prefer not to call. 
 
Something to offer: You can offer the weblink to anyone you meet, you never know when their real 
estate needs might change. 
 
Cost: Free for SalesPartner subscribers. 
 
Something to offer: You can offer the weblink to anyone you meet, you never know when their real 
estate needs might change. 
 
Small Email: Weblink emails sent from SalesPartner are small in size as they link to a webpage con-
taining property information and photos, rather than attaching the photos to the email itself, this in-
creases the chance of the Emails being accepted by your clients Email server. 
 
Many of our clients have found the SalesPartner weblink to be a key tool for them to grow their busi-
ness and gain repeat business. If you would like to use the SalesPartner Weblink, give us a ring or 
send us an Email to arrange a time for initial setup. We are also available to ask any questions you 
might have about the process, its benefits, or to send you sample weblink Emails from other Sale-
sPartner subscribers. 
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Below is an example Weblink email sent from SalesPartner by Warren and Marie McGrath of Watson 
Real Estate: 
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Using the SalesPartner Weblink 
There are two steps to the SalesPartner Weblink, each must be done every time you send the weblink to your 
database. The first step uploads property information and photos to your SalesPartner webpage. The second step 
is to email the weblink letter to your database. 
 
When you ring SalesPartner to receive initial setup, a letter will be created for you in SalesPartner. Make a note of 
the name of the letter below (eg. 0 my letter with weblink.rtf) 
 
My weblink letter is called: 
 
 
 
Now that your setup is complete, you are able to upload properties to the weblink and send the letter to your data-
base. 

Step 1: Uploading the latest listings to your web-
page 
 

Start in The Gallery [A]. Set the order to Listed 
Date [B]. Highlight a selection of ten properties 
that you would like to upload to your webpage 
[C].  
 
Go to the Toolbox [D] and select Export for 
Internet Publishing [E]. Highlight your name [F], 
click OK [G] then click Start Upload [H]. 
 
Note: This will update the properties on your web-
page. Any client who opens any weblink email from 
you, old or new, will be directed to the properties you 
have most recently uploaded. The feature is de-
signed to send a broad selection of the Latest List-
ings to your clients, there are other features in Sale-
sPartner for sending requirements - based selections 
of listings to your contacts using letters and reports. 
 
 
Step 2: Emailing the letter to your database 
 

Go to Contact Database [1]. Go to Other Selec-
tions [2], Email/Fax [3], click Must have Email 
Address [4] then click OK. Highlight the people 
you wish to Email the letter to [5] (you may 
have a databasing group setup for these peo-
ple).  
 
Go to Letters [6], double click on your version of 
the weblink letter [7] (The one you’ve noted 
above). Add any text you wish to add to the 
body of the letter such as current market info, 
suggested priceguides for tenders/auctions, and 
local schools’ news or sports news [8].  
 
Click Email All [9] enter a subject and enter a 1 
second delay then click OK. 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E F 

G 

H 
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SalesPartner Weblink FAQ’s and Troubleshooting 

Weblink FAQ’s: 
 
Can I upload more than ten properties to my webpage? 
At first the default setting allows you to upload ten properties showing on your weblink at any time. If you have 
been a SalesPartner subscriber for one year, you are eligible to have this capacity increased to twenty properties 
at any time at no charge. If you have been a subscriber for less than a year, but would like to upload twenty prop-
erties to your weblink, we can increase your capacity with a one-off charge, contact SalesPartner for details. 
 
I can’t find Listed Date order in the order drop-down list in the Gallery 
To fix this error, click on the Sales History tab then back on the Current Listings tab. 
 
Can I send a different list of properties to my 2-3 bedroom buyers than to my 4-5 bedroom buyers? 
Not with one weblink. The weblink is designed to be an overview of the latest listings for ALL your clients and a 
method of showing your clients one of the ways you can find the best buyer for their property should they choose 
to sell. If you would like to have more than one weblink, so that you can send a different list of properties to differ-
ent groups of your database, please contact SalesPartner for hosting and initial setup charges. 
 
Can I upload other agents’ Listings and will the enquiry generated come back to me? 
You can upload other agents’ listings and only your details will show on the SalesPartner weblink. However, you 
should check first on these listings that the listing agent has not included their own details in the Advert. By de-
fault, all SalesPartner Weblink webpages show street addresses and reference numbers of the listings, however, 
if you would not like these details shown on your weblink, please let us know as we can remove them from the 
webpage template. 
 
Will SalesPartner create an activity that I have sent this email? 
SalesPartner will automatically create an activity for each contact saying that you have sent them the weblink 
email. SalesPartner will not automatically create any activities under the listings uploaded. We suggest that after 
you upload the properties to your webpage, you may wish to go to the toolbox, and Add A Note to create an activ-
ity record that these properties were included in your weblink email. 
 
Some of my Emails have Bounced-Back to my Email account, What does that mean? 
This means that your email was not accepted by this contacts’ Email client. Maybe their email account is no 
longer active or their virus blocking software has blocked emails from you. In either case, you should make a note 
of their Email address, look them up in Contact Entry and remove their email address from their contact record 
(see page 8). 
 
During sending the Emails, the system had an error with one email address, what should I do? 
This indicates that one of your clients in your system has an incorrectly spelt or invalid email address. First, make 
a note of the email address that incurred the error, Press OK to the message, and then use the minus ( - ) button 
at the bottom of the letter editor [A] to delete that letter, before clicking Email All [B] to continue sending the re-
maining letters. 
 
 
 
 
 
When you have finished emailing the letters, lookup the contact whose Email address was invalid and remove 
their Email address from their contact record (See page 8). 

A B 
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Looking up a Contact by Email Address 

After you have had an error with a particular 
clients’ Email address, or if that client has 
asked to unsubscribe from your mailing list, it is 
imperative that you remove their Email address 
from their contact record in SalesPartner (or at 
least copy and paste it to their comments re-
cord).  

 
To look up a contact by Email address, 
start in Contact Entry [A]. Go to Contact 
lookup [B]. Click on the EMail header to 
order by Email address [C], then type in all 
of or part of the invalid Email address in 
the search bar to find the contact [D]. 

This guide is intended to show how to put a link into 
a SalesPartner letter so that you can quickly direct a 
prospect to the webpage of a particular property or to 
your own personal website. 

 
First Step: First we must find out the URL 
(webaddress) of the property.  
 

To do this, look up the property on the web in 
your web browser (ie. Internet Explorer) then 
highlight the text in the address bar and press 
ctrl+c on your keyboard. This will copy the URL 
to your clipboard. 
 
Second Step: The Letter Writer 
The Letter writer sends merged HTML emails so is 
therefore a good option for sending multiple  emails 
or for sending emails with more advanced formatting 
options.  
 

Start in Contact Database, highlight the people 
you wish to work with, and go to the Letter 
Writer [1]. Double click on the suitable template 
to take you into the merged letter. Click where 
you would like the link to appear then go to In-
sert 4 HyperLink [2]. Write a message in the 
Text field such as ‘Click Here to View’ and in the 
URL field press Ctrl+V to paste in the URL. 
Click OK to add the HyperLink to the letter, 
make any more changes that you require and 
Send Email [3]. 

Sending Emails that link to websites 

1 

2 

3 

A 

B 

C 

D 
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Part two: Activity Templates 
This part of the course illustrates how Activity Templates in SalesPartner can be used to quickly produce standard 
sets of follow up tasks for your prospects in your to do list. We’ve already seen one Activity Template in the Sale-
sPartner Basics Course (Bought listing follow up plan - p30 Basics Course). In the following pages we will expand 
on this skill to create Activity templates to follow up Appraisals and Buyers, and also to create Marketing Calen-
dars for your listing presentations. 

Following up an Appraisal 

This guide will show you how to create a set of tasks designed for following up an Appraisal which did not list, but 
may in the future.  
 
Before we create the template, we must create our own versions of the following Vendor/Listing letters: 

CFP Appraisal + 021 days.rtf 
CFP Appraisal + 180 days.rtf 
CFP Appraisal + 365 days.rtf 
 
Now we can create the template, you should ensure that you have created a Prospect or Z - listing for this ap-
praisal. (A guide to creating Z - listings can be found on page 28  of the Basics Course). 
 
Step 1: Creating the template 

Lookup the Z - listing that you wish to work with, this is a listing that 
you have appraised, but they are not yet ready to go to market, and 
you wish to create follow up activity in SalesPartner to prompt you 
to contact them in the future. 
 
Go to the Activity tab and create the following activities: 

start date type file/subject cycle 

Appraisal date Activity (note) Appraised [“property address”] n/a 

After 1 week Activity (note) Follow up phone call 30 days 

After 3 weeks Smart Letter Appraisal + 021 days.rtf n/a 

After 6 months Smart Letter Appraisal + 180 days.rtf n/a 

After 1 year Smart Letter Appraisal + 365 days.rtf n/a 

To make this a template, go to New Template. Here you can highlight all the activity that you’ve just 
created to put it into the template for future use. You need to enter a Short Code and a Description  
before pressing OK. 
 
Ensure that you use your customised versions of the Smart Letters, as the standard CFP versions are provided by 
us and may be overwritten by us at any time. This Activity template will prompt you to phone these prospects 
once per month, and send letters to them after 3 weeks, 6 months and a year. This is just a model and you may 
like to customise this template to suit your clients. 
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Step 2: Importing the template onto other Ap-
praised properties 

Now lookup another bought Z-listing that you 
would like to replicate this activity template onto. 
Go to the Activity tab of the property and click on 
From Template [A] (on the right hand side). 
 
Select the template you’ve created [B] and click 
OK. 
 
In the Task Templater window, set the Start-
From date [C] to the date of the appraisal of this 
property. Then click OK. 
 
Now you have imported all this activity into the 
new property, you can edit the first activity to in-
clude the properties’ address. (ie. “Appraised 33 
Main Rd”) 
 
Now all of this activity will appear in your ToDo List 
and SalesPartner will prompt you to follow up your po-
tential vendors. This way you can stay top of mind if 
their real estate needs change. 

SalesPartner Tip: After you appraise a property, send the homeowners your SalesPartner weblink emails. This 
will give them a weekly contact from you, provide them with information about the marketplace and their competi-
tion should they choose to list, and it will also demonstrate one of the systems you use to find the best buyers for 
your listings. 

Marketing Calendars for Listing Presentations 

A 
B 

C 

SalesPartner Marketing Calendars are designed to be shown to potential vendors at listing presentations/
appraisals. The purpose of the marketing calendar is to illustrate the services that you provide your vendors and 
the techniques you use to get the best net price for their property. 
 
In SalesPartner, we create Marketing Calendars by first attaching to the Z-Listing an activity template including 
what you do to sell a property, then we print this as a Calendar Report.  
 
After printing the report, the Activity can be deleted. (Keeping this activity attached to the Z-Listing is unnecessary, 
if you don’t get the listing, it is irrelevant and if you do get the listing, you will want all activity to be on the real list-
ing record with a reference code given by your office). 

Step 1: Downloading and Importing the Sample Template 

We have created a sample template which you can download 
into your copy of SalesPartner and then edit its contents to suit 
you. Open your web-browser, you can download this template 
from:  
http://www.salespartner.co.nz/MarketingPlanStartsTUES.tasks 
 
Save this file to your My Documents folder on your hard drive. 
Lookup a Listing or Z-Listing, and go to the activity tab, Click on 
From Template,  Edit, then Import and lookup  
MarketingPlanStartsTues.tasks in My Documents. Now our 
Sample template is on your copy of SalesPartner and you are 
ready to edit it and use it to print Marketing Calendars. 
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A Brief Explanation of the SalesPartner Sample Marketing Calendar Template 
By now you have downloaded and imported the SalesPartner Sample Marketing Calendar Template into your 
copy of SalesPartner. Here is a short overview of some of the activities present in our sample. In the next section 
we will show you how to edit the template to suit you. 
 
Start Date Tuesday - The Start Date is important to adhere to as it sets the Open Homes to be on Sundays. No 
matter which day of the week you give the listing presentation, when you use this activity template you must set 
the Start Date to the following Tuesday, then afterwards, you can edit the first couple of Activities to be on the cor-
rect days. This will become more obvious later. 
 
Publish on internet - You may wish to expand this to be more specific by including the names of the sites which 
the property will be uploaded to such as TradeMe or realestate.co.nz and you may also wish to include that the 
property will be uploaded and sent out to your database on your weblink. 
 
Preview Invitations to Database - We recommend that you hold buyers previews for your listings before you 
commit to a tender/auction/priced strategy for the property. The preview will give you a good indication of the 
amount of activity you can expect from buyers regarding this property and can be a key indicator for choosing a 
pricing strategy for the property. 
 
3-3-5 review meeting - This is an idea that we’d encourage you to use with your vendors. After: 
3 Adverts: 2 weekly adverts published and the 3rd one is booked, or 
3 Open Homes: One preview and 2 open homes, or 
5 Visits: 5 qualified buyers have visited the listing, 
This is a good time to discuss with your vendors the current interest in the property. If you do not now have a 
workable offer, or interest that you can negotiate with, you should use the 3-3-5 review meeting with the vendors 
and discuss the promotion, presentation and pricing of the property. 

Step 2: Loading the template onto a Prospect List-
ing and printing the Marketing Calendar 
 

Lookup a Z-Listing that you would like to produce 
a marketing calendar for. Go to the Activity tab 
of the property and click on From Template [A] 
(on the right hand side). 
 
Select the template (ie MarketingPlanStartsTues) 
[B] and click OK. 
 
In the Task Templater window, set the Start-
From date [C] to the following Tuesday (ensures 
that the open homes are on Sundays). Then click 
OK. 
 
Now you have imported all this activity into the 
new property, you can edit the first few activities 
such as ‘listing confirmed’ to be on the correct 
dates. 
 
Now you can go to reports [D], go to the Listing 
Activity Tab [E], click on the Calendar [F] and 
Print the report. 
 
After you have printed the report, it is a good idea to 
delete all of the Activity that you’ve just created under 
this prospect listing. See page 13 for a guide to delet-
ing these activities. 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 
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Step 3: Editing the Template 

To edit the template marketing plan, first load the template in one of your listings as in Step 2. Then 
add, delete or edit any activities you require. After that, you can save this list of Activities as a new tem-
plate. 
 
To make this a template, go to New Template. Here you can highlight all the activity that you’ve just 
created to put it into the template for future use. You need to enter a Short Code and a Description  
before pressing OK. 

Deleting future Activity for prospects 

Sometimes you can have a major situation 
change which will lead to all the activity 
you’ve setup for a contact becoming obso-
lete. For example, if a buyer purchases, or a 
listing sells, or a prospect listing lists, you 
now need to delete all the future activity you’d 
previously setup to appear in your ToDo list.  
 
Also, the Activity records that you create for 
marketing calendars should be deleted after 
you have printed the calendar to avoid clutter 
in your database. 
 
Start in the Listing/Contact Record and go to 
the ToDo list. This is the ToDo list for this list-
ing/contact only so contains all future uncom-
pleted activities for this record. From the 
ToDo list you can highlight ALL [A] and de-
lete [B] activity. 

The ToDo list in Listing Enquiry: 

The ToDo list in Contact Entry: 

A 
B 

Smart Letters 

Smart Letters in SalesPartner are activities 
that prompt you to send a letter at a later 
date. It is important that before you use 
Smart Letters you create your own custom 
versions of the letter templates you wish to 
use.  
 
You can setup a Smart letter in the Activity 
tab of a Listing/Contact. To send/email a 
Smart Letter, find the activity in your ToDo 
list [1], highlight it and click Complete [2]. 

1 

2 
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Recurring Activity and Notes 

Activities you may like use a cycle for: 
Continuing anniversary smart letter - This is a let-
ter designed to be sent to past purchasers on the 
anniversary of their purchase. When creating a Smart 
Letter, the option to set a repeat cycle is not avail-
able. However, after creating the Smart Letter Activ-
ity, you can edit that activity and set a repeat cycle. A 
repeat cycle of 365 days will always occur on the 
same date a year later (even in a leap-year). You 
should only use custom letters as Smart Letters, do 
not use the CFP versions as they may be overwritten 
at any time by Computers for People, authors of 
SalesPartner. 
 
Follow up phone calls - For Buyers and Prospect 
vendors. Never use a cycle of shorter than 7 days as 
these activity records will clutter up your database. 
Instead, if you ring the prospect before the date of the 
activity, you can add to the note of the activity, with-
out setting the activity to completed. 

All activities in SalesPartner can have a repeat cycle attached to them. For activities with a repeat cycle, say 7 
days, when the activity is set from uncompleted to completed, a new activity is created to occur 7 days after the 
date of the original activity. This cycle continues and new activities are created until the repeat cycle is removed or 
the last activity record in the cycle is deleted.  
 
When a note is attached to an activity record with a cycle, that note is duplicated and included in the next activity 
created in the cycle. 

Part three: Photo Handling 
This section of the course focuses on bringing images from outside sources into listing and prospect Z-listing re-
cords on your copy of SalesPartner. 

Copy & Pasting Photos from a Website 

You can copy and paste most listing photos from popular real estate websites into your copy of SalesPartner. 

Step 1 (in your web-
browser): Lookup the listing 
on any website. Right click on 
an image of the property and 
left click Copy [A]. 
 
Step 2 (in SalesPartner): 
Lookup the listing and go to 
the Photos Tab [B]. Right click 
on one of the photo spaces, 
then left click Paste [C]. 

A 

B 

C 
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Lookup a listing/Z-listing and go to 
the Map Tab [A]. Click Get a Map 
[B]. Check the address (remove 
‘st’, ‘rd’ or ‘cres’) [C]. Click Search 
[D]. Select the correct address [E]. 
Adjust the zoom [F] and click Use 
this Map [G]. 
 
SalesPartner Tip: In rural areas, the 
maps won’t provide much information 
unless you zoom out quite far. In some 
cases you may like to use 2 maps, you 
can copy and paste a map into the 
Photo spaces under the Photos Tab. 
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Importing Photos from your Hard Drive into SalesPartner 

If you have taken photos of a property with your digital camera or have photos of a property stored on your ma-
chine, you can import these photos onto the listing or Z-listing record of the property. 

First lookup the property in Listing Enquiry 
in SalesPartner. Then go to the Multime-
dia Tab [A]. Now click on the disk to 
browse for photos on your computer [B].  
 
Find the photo/s that you would like to im-
port into SalesPartner and highlight them 
[C] (holding the Ctrl button on your key-
board while you click more than one file 
will allow you to highlight a selection of 
photos). Then click Open [D] to import 
them into SalesPartner. 
 
Click on the Thumbnails tab [E] to show 
thumbnails of the photos. Then to move a 
photo into the Photos section of the listing 
record as Pic1, right click on the image, 
left click Quick Convert To → Pic1 [F]. 
 
The Quick Convert feature automatically 
resizes the raw photos from your com-
puter so that they are not too large for 
Emailing or Printing from SalesPartner. 
 
SalesPartner Tip: you can change the order 
of photos in a listing record under the Photos 
Tab by right-clicking on a photo and left-
clicking Swap With. 

A 
B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

Adding a Map 

SalesPartner has a built in map feature where you can lookup maps for your listings online and import them into 
SalesPartner for use on some flyers. 

E A 

B 

C 

D 

F 

G 
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Adding Photos to Sales History Records 

If you have Sales History records without photos such as REINZ sales on your copy of SalesPartner. You can 
import photos onto these records, therefore enhancing your CMAs. 

Method: Start in the Gallery, go to the Sales His-
tory Tab [A]. The far left column in the Gallery in-
dicates how many photos are attached to a record 
[B].  
 
Double click on a record that you wish to add a 
photo too. If you have Copied a photo from a web-
site, you can right click on the  main image space 
and left click Paste [C]. 
 
If you have the photo on your computer, click on 
the Image Manager (IMan) button [D]. Click 
Browse [E] to search for the photo on your com-
puter. When you find it click Open. Check the 
resolution of the photo [F], you may need to Re-
scale the photo [G] to ensure that it is no larger 
than 800*600. Save the photo [H] as a JPEG. 
 
Note: It is only necessary to add one photo to Sales 
History records. 

B 

A 

C 

D 

F 

E 

G H 

1. Start in the Photos tab of the Listing you wish to 
work with. 
 
2. Right-click on the main property photo [A] and 
left-click on ’Add to Media’. This will save a copy of 
the photo into the multi-media tab so we can go 
back to the original if needed. Now right-click on the 
photo again and left-click on ’Add Extra Images’. 
 
3. Click on the ’New’ button [B] to add an image 
(includes sold banners). We have a standard set of 
images which will appear by default, the most com-
monly used image is just called ’Sold’.  
 
If no images appear your computer may not be 
looking for them in the right place. They are stored 
in the following directory: C:\pics1\metafiles 
 
If they are not here, then you can import them into 
SalesPartner by going to System Maintenance → 
Update → Metafiles. (System Maintenance is on 
the front screen of SalesPartner) 

Adding Extra Images to Photos 

Desired Outcome: You will be able to lookup a listing and add text or images to the photo. You could add a 
’SOLD’ banner, or a short blurb like: ’Sold at auction $100k over R.V’. You can then print flyers, letters or trump 
cards to distribute around the neighbourhood. 

A 

B 
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If you have images you would like to add please email them 
to us and we may add them to the default list in SalesPart-
ner. You are unable to use any images of your own that are 
not .wmf files (Windows Metafiles).  
 
4. Try adding text also, Enter a few words, click on ‘Select 
font’ [C] to choose colour / size / font type etc, then the add 
text button [C] will appear. You can drag the text to the ap-
propriate position once it appears on the photo. 
 
5. Once you are happy with the layout click ‘save’ [D]. If you 
want to discard what you have done click on ‘close’ [D]. 
Once you save the image it can no longer be edited so make 
sure you are happy before you click ‘save’! 
 
Tip: To restore the original photo, go to the listing, go to the 
’multimedia’ tab. Right click on the old image and left-click 
on ’quick convert to pic1’ [E]. 
 
6. You can now print flyers using your new photo with extra 
images. Before you print you could also re-write the advert 
for the property to include text like “We have buyers in your 
area looking for a home, call me today for a free market ap-
praisal”. When you print flyers be sure to check out the 
‘Trump cards’ tab. This is at the top of the screen when you 
go to print reports  
 
Tip: If you have been recording visitors to your open homes 
and sending them letters you could now send them all a let-
ter with the new photo to say the property has sold. 

C 

D 

E 

Part four: CMAs with SalesPartner 
This part of the course illustrates a number of different forms of CMAs that you can use from SalesPartner. Sale-
sPartner carries a wide range of reports for displaying information about the current market including standard 
CMAs, photo CMAs and also Activity reports on past sales so that you can show what you did to sell a certain 
listing. You can also print the original For Sale flyer of a Sold listing, and you can produce CMAs for buyers to 
show at your open homes. With these techniques, you can better inform your clients about the marketplace in 
your area. 

Getting Started 

First of all, create a Z-listing record for the prospect list-
ing (appraisal property). A guide to creating Z-listings 
can be found in the basics guide on page 28. 
 
In Listing Enquiry, lookup the Z-listing record, go to the 
Gallery by the CMA button [A].  
 
This will take you into the Gallery and you will notice that 
no listings have been filtered out yet. Here you are now 
able to use the filters and rainbows [B] to help make se-
lections of comparable properties. 
 
By using this method to get to the Gallery, all reports 
printed will have the appraisal vendor’s name on them. 

A 

B 
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CMA Comment 

The CMA comment field in SalesPartner is 
used to add a small amount of information 
about a property which may make your CMAs 
more informative (ie. new kitchen). The CMA 
comment is shown in many of the CMA re-
ports in SalesPartner. 
 

For Available/Conditional listings, you can 
add a CMA comment in the Features Tab 
[A] of the Listing record [B]. 
 
For Sales History records, the CMA com-
ment field is on the main screen [C]. 

A 

B 

C 

Standard and Photo CMAs 

We recommend that you include Available 
Listings and Sales in your CMAs that you 
use at appraisals.  
 
In the Gallery, you can select some Current 
Listings then switch across to the Sales His-
tory Tab [1] and select some sales and 
SalesPartner will remember your previous 
selections. 
 
Once you have made a selection of Current 
Listings and Sales, go to the reports [2], 
and into the CMA tab [3] to have a look at 
some of the Standard and Photo CMA re-
port options available. 

1 

2 

3 

CMAs for Buyers 

CMAs for buyers can be a handy tool at Open Homes to 
give out to visitors. They can be especially useful when 
marketing properties without price. 
 
When printing CMAs for buyers, do not start from the ap-
praisal listing. Go straight to the Gallery from the front 
screen of SalesPartner. 
 
Tips:  
Select sales from a wide sale price range to use in your 
buyer CMAs. 
Buyer CMAs will give your clients more confidence if they 
choose to make a tender. 
Do not include Current Listings in your Buyer CMAs. 
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Printing the Original Flyer for a Sold Property 

Your CMA may include a number of properties 
sold by your office. If this is the case, you can 
lookup the original listing record of the property 
and then print out the original flyer for that prop-
erty. 
 
How to get to the original listing record: 

In the Gallery, go to the Sales History Tab 
[A]. Double click on the record of the prop-
erty you are interested in [B]. From here you 
can click through to the original listing record 
[C] (If it is available). 
 
Once you are in the original listing record, 
you can go to Reports [D] and print our flyers 
for that property, such as Whole Page for 
Buyer. 

What we did to sell “33 Main Road” 

A 

B 

C 

D 

Your CMA may include a property marketed by 
yourself. If you have recorded activity on this 
property, you can print an activity report to show 
your appraisal vendor what you did to sell that 
property. 
 

Method: Lookup the property in Sales His-
tory. Double click on it to bring up its Sales 
History record.  
 
Go to the original listing record. From the 
original listing record, go to Reports. In the 
Reports, go to the Listing Activity Tab.  
 
We recommend you try the following reports: 

Marketing Report 
Visits Graph - By Week 

SalesPartner Tip: If you are a member of the 
REINZ College of Salespeople, you are able to 
download REINZ sales statistics in your area 
and import them into your copy of SalesPartner. 
You can then use this information on your 
CMAs. For a guide on downloading and import-
ing REINZ sales statistics, go to The Learning 
Centre on the front screen of SalesPartner and 
search keyword: REINZ 
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Notes 


